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Abstract. With the emergence of a new forest management paradigm based on the emulation of natural disturbance
regimes, interest in fire-related studies has increased in the boreal forest management community. A key issue in this

regard is the improvement of our understanding of the variability in past disturbances and its linkages with climate and
ecosystems. The surge in research activity has further been exacerbated by the increasing awareness of climate change,
which has already exposed boreal forests to greater fire risk in recent decades. It is anticipated that further warming and

drying will further enhance fire frequency and area burned in many boreal forests. Better predictions of future fire activity
will contribute to better long-term forest planning in managed boreal forests. The 12 papers presented in this special issue
exemplify this increased research activity by bringing together studies from diverse disciplines and presenting the latest
advances regarding methodological approaches for reconstruction and modelling of past, present and future fire activity.

Here we aim to summarise, evaluate and set into context some of the new insights arising from these studies and also to
discuss some considerations to be taken into account in future research activities.

Additional keywords: biomass burning, carbon emissions, charcoal analysis, fire history, palaeoecology, simulation
model.

Introduction and background

Fire is a primary natural process in circumboreal forests from
Alaska to Russia, organising physical and biological attributes
of the forests, shaping their landscape diversity, and influencing

their biogeochemical cycles. Despite the increasing importance
of human activity as a source of fire ignition (Marlon et al.

2008), dry forest fuels and winds are recognised as the major
contributors to large stand-replacing fires in these forests. As

opposed to arid, sparsely vegetated ecosystems, fuel is generally
not considered a limiting factor for fire spread in boreal forests
(Johnson and Larsen 1991). Human-caused climate change has

already exposed boreal forests to greater fire risk in recent
decades (Gillett et al. 2004) and it is anticipated that further
warming and drying over the 21st century will enhance fire

frequency and area burned in many boreal forests, with severe
environmental and economic consequences (Flannigan et al.

2009). It is therefore not surprising to see an increasing interest

surrounding climate change issues in fire science that is directly
reflected in peer-reviewed literature (Fig. 1).

In this era of climate change, understanding past and pre-
dicting future fire activity are scientific challenges that are

central to the development of effective forest management

policies aiming to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and
increase adaptation capacity in response to climate change.
Interest in fire-related studies has notably increased in the

management community with the emergence of a new forest
management paradigm based on the emulation of natural dis-
turbance regimes (e.g. Gauthier et al. 2009). In this framework, a
key issue is the improvement of our understanding of the natural

variability of past disturbances and its linkages with climate and
ecosystem dynamics. Additionally, it is becoming increasingly
clear that direct responses of forests to climate change (e.g.

through moisture availability and lengthening of the growing
season) can be altered by a second-order impact via changes
in the age class distribution of forest landscapes that results

directly from changes in fire activity (e.g. Kurz et al. 2008;
Goulden et al. 2010). Better predictions of future fire activity
at mid-term timescales can contribute to better long-term forest

planning in managed boreal forests and better estimation of
future carbon balances.

That being said, such objectives remain difficult to achieve.
Uncertainties about future fire activity can be superimposed on
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the short time period covered by existing meteorological data
and fire statistics, from which a historical range of variability

can be determined. For instance, it is methodologically impos-
sible to deduce an accurate fire return interval statistic with a
single dataset spanning only the last 50 years or so. As demon-

strated byWhitlock et al. (2010a), an estimated mean fire return
interval might be accurate, but it will be associated with large
confidence intervals. Fire activity in many boreal regions is also

tremendously time-dependent (Girardin et al. 2006), such that a
single record covering the last 50 years or so cannot provide
information on the full range of fire activity variability a given
forest experienced and has adapted to. This factor is increasingly

important when it comes to determining the resilience of boreal
forests to changes in climate and disturbance regimes. This
factor also makes the contribution of changing fire activity to

future vegetation changes on a given territory highly uncertain
because the life-span of a given forest stand is much longer than
historical records of fire activity.

The ‘Wildfires in Boreal Ecosystems’ conference was orga-
nised to gather fire researchers and managers for an exchange
focussed on the latest methodological approaches for recon-

struction and modelling of past, present and future fire activity.
It was held on 14–17 March 2009, at the biological station of
the Université du Québec en Abitibi-Temiscamingue, Québec
(Canada), with 31 presentations attended by 48 participants. The

12 papers gathered in the present IJWF issue derive from those
presentations. The conference was structured around three main
topics. The first series of papers focuses primarily on the

reconstruction of past fire activity (the last 11 000 years or so).
The subsequent papers focus on contemporary fire activity (the
last 50 years or so), and the final two report on future fire

activity.

New insights into past fire activity

In the past several decades, significant progress has been made

in characterising variability of past fire activity in circumboreal
forests from ‘proxy’ records, that is, indirect observations.
These advances include reconstructions from fire-scarred
trees, stand establishment records, tree rings, charcoal particles

preserved in lake sediments, peat-bog and soil deposits, and
ammonium concentration [NH4þ] in ice cores (see Whitlock
et al. 2010b for an overview of paleofire research). The first four

papers of this issue (Bradshaw et al. 2010; Bremond et al. 2010;
Carcaillet et al. 2010; Higuera et al. 2010) report on analyses of
sedimentary charcoals preserved in lake sediments, whereas the

last paper on this topic (Niklasson et al. 2010) is based on
dendrochronological analysis.

Charcoal particles provide key information on climate–fire–

vegetation interactions and human pressures on terrestrial eco-
systems for periods encompassing several thousand years.
However, their analysis remains a difficult task owing to the
complexity of the process of lake sediment and charcoal

accumulations. Nevertheless, this science is leading the way
towards rapid development of new techniques for improved and
more robust fire reconstructions. The work by Higuera et al.

(2010) notably provides a historical and critical overview of the
statistical techniques used for filtering out fire signals from the
background noise in sedimentary charcoal records, and con-

cludes with sound recommendations for follow-up studies. The
study by Bremond et al. (2010) addresses the question of carbon
emissions from fires and proposes an original method for the

estimation of such quantity based on sedimentary charcoal
records, with an application to eastern boreal Canada. Biomass
combustion is one of the most important elements in global
carbon flux processes, and yet very few attempts have been

made to estimate the past rate of carbon releases into the
atmosphere through paleo-biomass burning (Carcaillet et al.
2002).

The impact of fire-frequency change on plant diversity and
community structure in boreal forests remains poorly under-
stood. Similarly, theories concerning biogeography ecological

functioning, biological diversity, and relationships to distur-
bance and stability remain to be tested on particular system
designs, for instance on island–mainland systems (Bergeron
1991). The study by Carcaillet et al. (2010) examines the

relationships between changes in mean fire interval and vegeta-
tion inferred from pollen datasets through the use ofmultivariate
statistics and ecological indices applied to eastern Canada.

The authors found no major shifts in species assemblages, but
they did find significant changes in fire return intervals. They
conclude that eastern North American boreal forests may be

resilient to changes in fire activity.
In the study by Bradshaw et al. (2010), fire activity of

temperate and hemiboreal forest zones from southern Scandi-

navia is documented for the last 3500 years. The study reports
that fire activity has been significantly greater in the hemiboreal
zone during the last 3500 years, suggesting that fuel type has had
a significant impact on its spatial occurrence. As for vegetation

itself, the study pinpoints that its dynamics has mostly been
modulated by agro-pastoral practices and climate modifica-
tions; these two factors contributed to minimise the role of fire

as a key ecological factor.
Comparative analysis of fire history in island–mainland

systems is an important issue for understanding natural distur-

bance regimes, especially in areas with a long history of forest
management and active fire suppression on mainland locations.
Using dendrochronological techniques, the study by Niklasson
et al. (2010) provides an example of such study design with a
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Fig. 1. Annual number of papers published in peer-reviewed scientific

journals from 1990 to 2009 containing the words ‘fire’, ‘boreal’ and ‘climate

change’ in the article’s title, abstract or keywords (n¼ 246 documents). Data

from Scopus (Elsevier, retrieved 29 September 2010).
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reconstruction of fire history for the past 400 years in south-
eastern Sweden. The study reports a dramatic shift in fire
activity taking place at the end of the 19th century. Fire

suppression (via a reduction in human-related ignitions) likely
was behind the major decline in fire activity during the 1800s,
more so than the direct effect from climate change.

Contemporary fire statistics and spatial patterns
in burning

Contemporary fire statistics are widely used for understanding
the occurrence and distribution of fires. These statistics are also
used for calibrating fire models employed in forecasts and

reconstructions of fire regimes, and for studying the role of
historical fire disturbance in regional and global carbon
dynamics. Statistics most often used are the total number of

fires, area burned, and ignition sources. The origins of spatial
and temporal variations in fire activity in the boreal forest
remain uncertain. The debate in peer-reviewed scientific lit-

erature on fire suppression effectiveness in the boreal forest (see
review byMartell and Sun 2008) is a straightforward example of
the difficulties inherent to the interpretation of a complex sys-

tem. Quantitative knowledge on spatial and temporal patterns
could lead to the development of fire response and suppression
strategies appropriate to specific regions within the boreal for-
est, provided that suitable data are available. The next five

papers of this issue focus specifically on our understanding of
spatial patterns in burning.

The study by Wang and Anderson (2010) introduces the use

of K-function and kernel estimation for comparing the spatial
characteristics of lightning- and human-caused fires. Their
method applied to Alberta’s boreal forest highlights the exis-

tence of an interaction between space and time, and confirms
previous observations about the spatial distribution of lightning-
and human-caused fires in this province. The study by
Drobyshev et al. (2010) examines the differences in fire regime

in an island-mainland system of eastern Canada, and evaluates
possible sources for these differences. They report that drought-
related weather conditions are more frequent and more intense

on islands than on the mainland, and lighting strike frequency is
higher within the lake perimeter, as compared with the main-
land. Both factors contribute to explaining why fire activity is

higher on lake islands.
It has long been thought that site conditions could affect fire

potential. The work by Mansuy et al. (2010) reports on an

analysis of the effects of environmental characteristics on spatial
variations in fire activity through the use of a new classification
of surficial deposit-drainage (SDD). Their SSD classification is
a combination of surficial deposits grouped in terms of their

texture, stoniness, thickness and morphology to derive site
dryness potential. Although the fire cycle appears to be pre-
dominantly under climatic control, the authors indicate that the

effect of differential SDD drying potential is stronger in regions
where climate is humid and fire cycle is long.

Superimposed on spatial variability created by such substrate

conditions is the influence of vegetation and fuel. The study
by Hély et al. (2010) reports on a long-range fire growth model
system, the Prescribed Fire Analysis System (PFAS) based upon
meteorology, which is used to analyse the effect of landscape

composition on fire size in Canadian boreal forests. The authors’
results point to the effect of weather on fire propagation as the
most important factor influencing fire size, followed by forest

fuel composition and, to a lesser extent, by weather conditions
directly related to fire ignition. Forest mosaics dominated by
shade-intolerant hardwood species (as a result of short-term fire

cycles) are subject to small fires, whereas mosaics dominated
by shade-tolerant species and associated with intermediate- to
long-term fire cycles experienced significantly larger fires. That

being said, large fires never burned the all available fuel but left
a proportion of residual habitats, regardless of the physiographic
unit. Madoui et al. (2010) document this spatial structure and
its drivers with the use of classified Landsat satellite images

and suggest that the local and regional physiographic conditions
strongly influence the creation of residual habitats in forest
burns.

Future fire activity and some considerations
for future research

Climate change will affect fire activity in boreal ecosystems.
The current challenge is to provide key data and state-of-the-art

fire models that will allow researchers and managers to draw
realistic pictures of future fire status and the consequences on
ecosystem functioning, while taking uncertainties into account.
In this regard, the use of global circulation models has been

steadily increasing over the past decades to obtain variables
upon which predictions of future fire activity have been made
(see review by Flannigan et al. 2009). Predictions have been

obtained using empirical modelling approaches (e.g. empirical
equations integrating precipitation and temperature variables),
process-based approaches (e.g. models applying ecological

concepts to fire behaviour coupled with fire weather indices),
and combinations of both (empirical equations integrating fire
weather indices). Each model approach has strengths and
weaknesses, but all are affected by the same uncertainties

associated with future atmospheric CO2 emissions, population
growth, land-use changes, etc.

Bergeron et al. (2010) use the hybrid approach on an

ensemble mean of 19 global climate model experiments to
predict future fire activity in eastern boreal Canada. Using a
synthesis of charcoal sedimentary data from three kettle lakes in

their targeted region, the authors further assess the risk of seeing
future fire activity exceed the historical range of variability.
Their simulations show an unequivocal increase in fire risk and

area burned by the end of the 21st century compared with today.
Nevertheless, the authors find the predicted future burn rate
to be below the historical upper bound assessed from charcoal
sedimentary data. Of course, this study design is not without

uncertainties. In this issue’s last paper, Metsaranta (2010)
examines how interannual variability in area burned and short
time-series of observations affect the ability to detect a climate

change effect in fire predictions. He reports that numerical
details are sensitive to several assumptions, including the area
of forest, the probability distribution used to model annual area

burned, and the maximum area that can burn in one year. As
objective selection criteria are largely missing in fire prediction
studies, follow-up studies should consider an approach based on
the ensemble prediction system used for operational weather
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forecasting (Zhu 2005). This ensemble mean should be drawn
from thousands of runs, and each run would be obtained from
particular settings of the calibration parameters, randomisation

of the samples used for calibration (e.g. years), different model
and greenhouse gas emissions scenarios, etc. (e.g. Neukom et al.

2010). This approach could offer a robust forecast for the future

uncertainty that could be directly implemented in some aspects
of sustainable forest management. The work by Bergeron et al.
(2010), by usingmultiple climatemodels, is an initial step in this

direction.

Conclusion

The papers in this issue point to the complexity of the processes
leading to spatial and temporal patterns of fires. Weather related

to propagation and to fire ignition, surficial deposit-drainage
and forest fuel composition influences fire size, intervals and
patchiness (Drobyshev et al. 2010; Hély et al. 2010; Madoui

et al. 2010;Mansuy et al. 2010). The long-term perspective from
the paleoecological studies presented here show that the boreal
forest may experience important changes in fire activity without

experiencing major transformation in its vegetation. These
forests therefore appear, at some level, to be resilient to changes
in fire activity (Carcaillet et al. 2010). Nonetheless, even though
fire is a long-term intrinsic property of the boreal forest

(Bremond et al. 2010; Carcaillet et al. 2010; Higuera et al.

2010), its occurrence is increasingly linked with human activ-
ities (Marlon et al. 2008; Bradshaw et al. 2010; Niklasson et al.

2010; Wang and Anderson 2010). This influence has up until
now been direct, via ignition, but the indirect influence through
human-induced climate change is becoming worrisome

(Flannigan et al. 2009; Bergeron et al. 2010; Metsaranta 2010).
Furthermore, the cumulative impacts of fire and clear-cutting or
other low-retention types of harvesting are becoming increas-

ingly preoccupying when faced with the potential for these
forests to exceed ecological thresholds (Cyr et al. 2009;
Bergeron et al. 2010). The ‘Wildfires in Boreal Ecosystems’
conference and this special issue illustrate how effective colla-

borations can be developed amongst researchers of Eurasia and
North America sharing similar interests. Hopefully, the papers
presented here will prompt further ideas requiring collaborative

efforts from cross-disciplines in biological and environmental
sciences for a better understanding of fire behaviour.
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